STR
RESS TEST
T
AN ARCHITECTURE
E OF CRISIS
S

PREMISE
Recent tiimes have been
b
marked
d by the crisis and failurre of multiple
e systems th
hat formerly were
considere
ed stable an
nd secure. Many
M
of thes
se systems, such as fina
ancial institu
utions, real e
estate
markets, etc., were built on an idea of flexiibility and sp
peed of prod
duction as w
well as mon
netary
values. The
T answer to the finan
ncial system’’s recent disstress come
es from the iidea of resilience
and bank
ks are put un
nder a ‘stres
ss-test’ to me
easure that rresilience.
With the ongoing ho
ousing crisis and the eve
er-present ccommercial ccrisis, we prropose to pu
ut the
built enviironment under a ‘stress
s-test’ that is
s not based on its financcial capabilitties but rather on
its mate
erial capacitty to transfform and become
b
mo
ore productive. What a
are the ressilient
om? The nine projects of the exhibition
capabilities of the materials
m
ourr environmen
nt is built fro
offer spe
eculations on
n the relatio
onship betwe
een rather ccheap materrials that we
e commonly build
with and their progra
ammatic potential to tra
ansform the American ssuburban la
andscape. R
Rather
than prop
pose fixed answers,
a
the speculation
ns serve as a testing gro
ound of diffe
erent scenarios to
check forr resilience in a di[stress
s]ed conditio
on.
According to Webste
er’s dictionarry, ‘crisis’ ca
an be defined
d as ‘a turnin
ng point, a d
decisive mom
ment,
or a situa
ation that ha
as reached critical
c
phase
e’. The workk presented a
attempts to define crisiss as a
process of
o transformation or a ne
eed for chan
nge within ou
ur built envirronment in a time when crisis
can only be lead to re
esilience.
Today, we
w are combating an eco
onomic as well
w as a soc ial and envirronmental crisis that ressulted
from the housing bub
bble. Late, developer
d
drriven capitaliism has faile
ed. This issu
ue stems fro
om an
article written by Brian Walsh in
n a 2009 article of TIM E Magazine
e that stated
d, “The Ame
erican

suburb as we know it is dying. The implosion began with the housing bust, which started in and
has hit hardest the once vibrant neighborhoods outside the urban core…[Arthur C. Nelson,
Urban Planner and Director of] Metropolitan Institute at Virginia Tech predicts that by 2025
(more recently upgraded to 2015) there will be a surplus of 22 million large-lot homes in the
U.S.”
With Nelson’s prediction of a 22 million home surplus, which he recently predicted in March
2010 would happen sooner in 2015, as well as commercial vacancy rates of up to potentially
40%, we are left with an even larger abundance of suburban space rendered unusable. This
statistic suggests we will have an abundance of material rendered unusable in the next 5-10
years. In this context the 9 projects question the maximization of developer driven capitalism
and its manifestation in the imagery of the oversized suburban house at the expense of
material, labor and construction quality.
EXHIBITION
The exhibit work consists of 3 full-scale objects built of common building materials and 9
drawings address the programmatic resilience of those materials. The nine projects speculate
on the connection between the housing and upcoming commercial crisis of 2008 to the present
and the material reality of typical American construction that contributed to the crisis. The
speculations ‘test’ the norms of suburban construction and utilize them for more resilient social
and economic demands.
Through the re-appropriation of three materials found in typical wood frame construction – vinyl
siding, pre-engineered wood trusses, and asphalt roof shingles – the projects test the economic,
social and environmental value of residential suburban construction. Spatial narratives
speculate on the potential of unusable, reclaimed materials found within the 22 million homes to
reconfigure material practice within suburbia. In contrast to typical architectural representation,
these drawings are meant to allude to relationships and questions in regards to the materials
rather then defining solutions. The goal of each project is to reconfigure the meaning of the
three materials used in the common construction.
DETAILS
Three suspended material objects serve as apertures to frame views of speculative panoramas.
Strategically placed binoculars allow visitors to participate in the panoramas and immerse
themselves in the scenes of each story.
The realm of material and construction methods in the US can be translated using Roland
Barthes explanation of the difference between Language and Myth. Everyday materials can be
defined with a common ‘language’ of construction while the cultural results of normative
applications can define the ‘Myth’ of a universal material. For example, the typical American 2x4
stud wall or truss, that despite their simple construction, imply a specific production of the
suburban Myth – the large-scale single-family house. Consequently, this means the rethinking

of the Myth offers th
he opportun
nity to recon
nfigure the n
normative La
anguage of the constru
uction
method or
o vice versa
a.
Or as Ro
oland Barthe
es describes in his book Mythologiess:
“… an ob
bject is the best messenger of a world
w
above that of natu
ure: one can easily see in an
object at once a perffection and an
a absence of origin, a cclosure and a brilliance, a transform
mation
of life into
o matter (ma
atter is much
h more mag
gical than life
e) and in a w
word a silencce which bellongs
to the rea
alm of fairy-ttales .” – Roland Barthes
s
In this sense,
s
any suburban alteration
a
ca
an no longe
er be a que
estion of sttyle or indivvidual
expressio
on. Our currrent state of affairs offers
s an opportu
unity to revissit the value and resilien
nce of
architecture from the
e detail of construction
c
and materia
als to the sccale of the u
urban crisis. The
focus of architecture
e needs to shift
s
from the
e production
n of an imag
ge to its pow
wer as a ma
aterial
practice and its poss
sibility to rec
consider the
e Myth itselff through the
e theory of construction
n and
design. The
T suburba
an ‘stress tes
st’ has becom
me a necesssity if we wa
ant to assesss the resilien
nce of
building stock across the US. With
W this, arc
chitecture offfers a mate
erial resilience and beco
omes
the majo
or player to overcome
o
th
he recent crisis. If we do
o not act, the event of ccrisis can on
nly be
described
d as a failure
e.
The econ
nomic crisis becomes a material cris
sis.

